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Abstract. How do you store enough of the key data sets, from a total of 120 gigabytes of data 
collected for a scientific experiment, on a collection of CD-ROMs, small enough to distribute to 
a broad scientific community? In such an application where information loss in unacceptable, 
lossless compression algorithms are the only choice. Although lossy compression algorithr~~s 
can provide an order of magnitude improvement in compression ratios over lossless algorithn~s, 
the information that is lost is often part of the key scientific precision of the data. Therefore, 
lossless compression algorithms are and will continue to be extremely important in  minimizirig 
archiving storage requirements and distribution of large earth and space (ESS) data sets while 
preserving the essential scientific precision of the data. 

Data preservation, distribution, and archiving were integral and essential elements for the 
satellite, aircraft, and field data collected by the FIFE (First ISLSCPl Field Experirnent) in 1987 
through 1989 over the Konza Prairie area near Manhattan, Kansas. In total, the raw and the 
derived data products comprise approximately 120 gigabytes of which the image data comprise 
over 99%. An important element of the planned final archive is a set of CD-ROMs which will 
contain a reduced data set felt to satisfy the primary objectives of the experiment. Pn order- to 
store as much key image data as possible on the CD-ROMs and to preserve the scientific 
precision of the data, a lossless compression algorithm was devised. Use of the algor-ith111 or1 

AVHRR-LAC, Landsat TM, SPOT, NS001, and ASAS image products has resulteci i n  
average compression ratio of 2:l with ancillary and supporting files of information h a v i n g  ratio5 
as large as 16: 1. 

The ordered steps of the algorithm include : 1) normalization of the columns of the data mntrl\, 
2) normalization of the rows, and 3) viewing the remaining values in each row as layer> of bits 
that are either runlength encoded or packed back into bytes depending on the calci~lated averagc 
runlength of the line. The compression package, containing functions for processing 8, 16, antf 
32 bit values and processing control, is written in C and is operational on a VAX compute1 
system in the Laboratory for Terrestrial Physics at NASA GSFC. A complementary set of Irn'igc 
restoration software was developed and can be run on a wide range of computing platfonns fro111 
PCs to workstations. 

We envision this intuitive compression algorithm to be useful on a broad range of spnti;zl dar ;~  
sets including gridded layered modeling data sets such as terrain, spectral, and n-~eteorologic:tl 
variables that will be required for coordinated earth systems field experiments during the nexl 
decade. 

1. Introduction 

Distributing large amounts of scientific data such as satellite and aircraft imagery, ni:indnres 
some form of data compression to minimize storage and data transmission. Altho~~gh Iojjy 
compression algorithms can provide compression ratios of up to 100: 1 ,  the precision t h k ~ t  1s lo\[ 
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is often part of the key scientific information of the data. Therefore, lossless compression 
algorithms are and will continue to be extremely important in dealing with the distribution of 
large scientific data sets and in minimizing archival storage requirements. The importance of 
lossless compression for earth and space science (ESS) and space physics data are addressed by 
Walker [PI. 

The First ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE) collected a coordinated data set useful for 
developing and validating models that determine surface climatology from satellite-accluired 
measurements. Particular attention was placed on measurements of the mass and energy 
balances at the boundary between the land surface and the atmosphere and on the role of the 
existing s~~r face  biology in controlling the land and atmosphere interactions. The experiment 
was also designed to explore the use of satellite observations to infer climatologically import:unt 
land-surface parameters related to the land/atmosphere interactions (see [2] for further details). 

The 15 x 15 km FIFE study area included the Konza Prairie Research Natural Area, an NSF 
Long Terrn Ecological Research (LTER) site near Manhattan, KS, and surrounding areas. The 
data collection effort consisted of long-term monitoring through satellite observations and 
peiodic in-situ ground and meteorological measurements along with five intensive field 
campaign:; of 10 to 20 days in length during the growing season of 1987 and late summer in  
1989. Atlempts were made during the IFC's to obtain coordinated (and at times simultuneous) 
ground, air, and satellite measurements of hundreds of variables. 

Integral to this whole effort was a data system that served as a tool for designing the experiment 
and for organizing, manipulating, and archiving the complex data set. A dedicated and remotely 
accessible data system was developed at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) to meet 
the data management requirement. Data compression has become a critical concern as the data 
system prepares the final CD-ROM based archive of the reduced data collection (about 10 
Gbytes). To date, one prototype CD-ROM has been produced to evaluate the CD-ROM datii 
publication facilities available at GSFC and to establish operational procedures and softw;lre for- 
the final CD-ROM series production (see [3]). 

2. FIFE Information System 

The fundamental mission of the FIFE Information System (FIS) was to capture, preserve, 
organize, distribute, and archive the satellite, aircraft, and field data that were collected. Durins 
the experiment and to date the image and other large data sets have been stored and distributeci 
on magnetic tape while the smaller data sets have been stored in an on-line data b x e  and 
distributed via electronic transfer and floppy disk (see [4] for further details). In  total, the raw 
and the derived data products now comprise approximately 120 gigabytes. 

The non-image data consist of conventional meteorological and radiosonde data fro111 all NOAA 
stations within lo latitude and longitude of the study area, automated meteorological and 
radiation sensors reporting up to 20 variables every 5 minutes at 32 sites, and in-sit11 data 
assembled by the 30 investigator teams during the IFC's. These data sets characterize the diurnal 
patterns of radiation, moisture and heat flux, atmospheric properties and temperatures, nloisture 
and wind profiles, vegetation and soil condition, and rates of photosynthesis and evaporation. 
Although overwhelming in diversity, these data comprise less than 1 % (300 Mbytes) of the total 
data volume. The image data on the other hand occupy over 99% of the data volume but consist 
of only approximately 12 types with differing levels of processing (Table 1). 

A final data archive is currently being established. An important element of the archive plan 1s 
publication of a set of some 6 CD-ROMs which will contain a reduced data set felt to satisfy the 
primary objectives of the experiment. The bulk of this data (90+%) will consist of derived (i.e., 



level-1 and level-2) image products from satellite and aircraft based instruments with sparlit\ 
resolutions from 20 m to 1 km. The need for lossless compression of the image ddea product\ 
arose from the use of the CD-ROMs as the main FIFE data archival product. Dozier and Tilton 
[5] note that "Since the purpose of the archival process is to keep an accurate and co~aiplete 
record of data, any data compression used in an archival system must be lossless, and protect 
against propagation of error in the storage media." We feel lossless compression of dalii store:l 
on CD-ROM media satisfies these criteria quite well. 

Table 1: Volume of Selected Digital Image Data (NIbytesl2 

Image Type 
AS AS 
AVHRR-GAC 
AVHRR-LAC 
Landsat TM 
NS001 (TMS) 
PBMR 
SPOT-XS 
SPOT-PAN 
TIMS 
Totals: 

Processing Level 
Level-0 Level- 1 Level-2 Level-3 

3958 
7406 27 2 

67583 1686 812 
2 157 210 2 

19201 1210 24 
3 7 3 8 

1998 462 
198 144 

3. FIS Irnage Data Products 

To be successful, FIFE required image data products that allowed integration of m~rli~-dare. 
multi-sensor, and multi-resolution imagery for quantitative atnlospheric and surface b~ophy\ic,il 
radiometric studies. In particular, mandatory capabilities were to accurately derive, extract, 2nd 
utilize geographic location and solar and viewing conditions in conjunction with instru~nenr 
calibration information for derivation of surface radiance and reflectance on a polygonal or per- 
pixel basis. In FIFE, these outputs were required from the pixel to the regional level as Input  TO 

models of the surface energylmass exchange processes. 

Based on this set of requirements and the need to distribute the data to a large and diverse user 
community, a processing approach and operational processing software were cleveloped to 
handle the task of processing the large volume of level-0 data into complete and usen--friendly 
image products (see [6] for further details). Level-0 image data was defined as unmodifiecl (bill 
possibly reformatted) instrument values as received from the agencies supplying the d ~ l  r :!. The 
definitions of the level-0 and higher data products (i.e., level-1, level-2, ...) were deriveci fi-or21 
and are consistent with the EOS (Earth Observing System) formulated definitions (see 17 1 ) .  

Of particular concern to the CD-ROM publication and data compression efforts was the conrent 
and format of the image products to be published; primarily the level-1 and level-', product\ Ai l  
example of a generic level-1 FIFE image product is shown in Figure 1 .  The level-1 p1-otliicri 
were closely reviewed since they were required to contain all the inforn~ation necessary ro derive 
at-sensor radiance values and were anticipated to be (and resulted in being) the prini;~I-y Irn:I:c- 
data distribution product. Each level-1 product contains a 'header' file consisting of 80 byrc 
ASCII text records that describe the overall contents of the image product, sumnlarle\ of a n y  
necessary calibration, georeferencing, viewing, and solar position information, arld cornmer-it\ 
related to the processing performed. The header file is then followed by a series of f ~ i e \  
containing the spectral image data, any unpacked and reformatted calibration inforn~ailon,  rid 

2 ~ e e  Appendix A for list of acronyms 



georeferenicing, view angle, and solar angle information. The georeferencing and view arid solar 
angle files contain values for the respective variables on a per pixel basis for the selected subset 
of image data. In content, the FIFE level-1 image products are very similar to the level-1 
MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) products described by Salornonson 181. 
All of these files except for the ASCII header file (which is simply copied) are processed by the 
data compression software. The ASCII header files were not compressed to allow users to easily 
review the summary information of a given image and to determine if the image met their 
particular needs before proceeding with the restoration of the data. In addition, each ASCII 
header file occupied less than 19K bytes of the total image product volume. 

4. Image Data Compression 

The need for a lossless compression procedure arose from the desire to store as much image data 
as possible: on the planned CD-ROMs and to preserve the scientific precision of the data. From 
our experience, it seemed that a useful and intuitive algorithm could be developed to perform the 
needed compression. 

Figure 1: Example Level-1 Standard Data Product 

80 Byte ASCII Records 

N-Pixel ASCII Records 

N-Pixel Integer*4 Records 

N-Pixel Integer*4 Records 



4.1 Algorithm Evolution and Performance 

We started with the observation that adjacent pixels in an image frequently have quite similar 
values (especially in a given line or column). Often too, the range of digital values in an irmage 
is only a small fraction of the total data range. Determining an overall image mia~lmelrma value 
and subtracting it from all the pixels in the image would therefore maintain the range and 
distribution of values while bringing the bit representations of the pixel values into the lowest set 
of bits. In addition, the quantized spectral responses of adjacent pixels (in the fonla of digiral 
counts or DNs) do not usually differ by more than a few counts. Essentially, the high-order bir 
layers represent the major structural information of the image and do not change much from one 
pixel to another. On the other hand, the low-order bits are quite variable between adjacent pixels 
and can tend to be rather random. 

It seemed then that runlength encoding of the high-order bits of the pixels in each line could 
result in significant compression. Depending on the smoothness of a given image, runlengri: 
encoding of the low-order bits may also result in good compression. So, the algorithm was 
developed to evaluate each series of bit values in a given bit plane across a given irnage iine for 
runlength encoding. In addition, a threshold was needed to determine whether or not ri1niengti.t 
encoding would be worthwhile for a particular line of image data and an alternate storage 
scheme was needed to process the lines that were not runlength encoded. The deci.sioiis on rht .  
initial threshold value and what to do with the records that were not ninlength encoded sesi~lred 
from the fact that the first images being considered for compression (level-1 A\JHRR-LAC) 
contained 256 pixels in each line and the runlength counts were being stored i n  single byte (8 
bit) values. If the average runlength for a given bit plane across the pixels in a przrtlci11:li- line 
was greater than 8, then the data would require less space to be stored in a series of 8-bii 
runlength counts. If the average runlength count was less than or equal to 8, no storage savings 
could be realized, and the bits were packed into bytes and stored as a series of byte val~ies. 
Actually, if the average runlength count equalled 8, both encoding formats stored the darn 
equally well, but no storage savings resulted (see Appendix B for details of the oi-igin:li 
compressed file record structure). This type of bit plane encoding is discussed at some length b y  
Rabbani and Jones [9]. 

Results of using this first version of the algorithm on a set of 97 FIFE level-1 AVHRR-LAC 
image products is given in Table 2. The compression ratios for the spectral bands ( B  1 rliso~~gli 
B5) ranged from 1.6:1 to 53:l. The values of 16:l and 53: 1 for B1 and I32 were achievecf or) 
night image in which the images for B1 and B2 (which are visible and near inf::;~i-ed haiic!.;, 
respectively) were very smooth with only a small amount of random noise. For the rem2iinin: 
files, the best compression was achieved in the view azimuth (Vaz), view zenith (Vzeri), solar 
azimuth (Saz), and solar zenith (Szen) files. An overall average compression of 2.7: 1 was 
achieved in terms of actual storage space required. This result was promising in that i t  would 
allow us to place 270% more AVHRR-LAC imagery on the CD-ROM disc than if we had not 
compressed the data. The 'bit average' compression ratios in Table 2 (and subsequent tables) nr-e 
smaller than the 'average' ratios in that they are weighted compression statistics calculated with 
the actual number of bits in the data rather than the number of bits required for storage. For 
example, although B1 was stored in a 16 bit value, the actual data only occupied a 10 b ~ t  range. 
Therefore, the bit average ratio of 2.3 for B1 equals the average ratio (3.6) multijnlieti t ~ y  the 
actual bits divided by the storage bits (i.e., 10/16). 

The next development in the algorithm resulted from testing the existing software on a new cizii;~ 

set, level-1 NSOOl TMS (Thematic Mapper Simulator) data. The level-1 NS001 t i ; i t ;~  psoci~lct 
consists of 8 spectral bands, 8 associated files of record-by-record housekeeping anci caIibi-:lrior~ 
information, files of latitude and longitude, and 2 files containing one record each oi' vie\l1 
azimuth and zenith information for the given flight line. Storage of a nominal level-1 NSOOI 
image product required 8.6 Mbytes for spectral data, 1.5 Mbytes for housekeeping info'or-i~~arior~. 



8.6 Mbytes for latitude and longitude information, and 5.5 Kbytes for view angle inforni;~tion. 
Table 3 shows the results from testing the initial compression scheme on the NS001 data. ?'he 
highest co~mpression from this original ('old') algorithm was achieved on the latitude, longitude, 
and view azimuth files. Although the overall compression ratio of 1.5:l resulted in a space 
saving of 6.2 Mbytes per image product, we felt we could improve this by more closely 
evaluating the characteristics of the NS001 and other image data product files. 

Table 2: Initial AVHRR-LAC Compression Results 

B1 B2 B3 B4 fi Ane Lat Lon Vas! Vzen & Szen - - 
Storage Bits 16 16 16 16 16 8 32 32 32 32 32 32 
Actual Bits 10 10 10 10 10 7 25 26 17 16 17 16 
Max Ratio 16 53 2.5 2.8 3.2 1.5 2.2 1.8 6.6 4.0 6.8 6.7 
Win Ratic~ 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.4 1.8 1.6 4.8 3.8 4.5 4.6 
Avg Ratio 3.6 3.4 1.9 2.3 2.3 1.5 2.1 1.7 5.7 3.8 5.6 5.6 
Bit Avg Ratio 2.3 2.1 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.4 3.0 1.9 3.0 2.8 

Overall A.verage 2.7: 1 
Overall Bit Average 1.7: 1 

Table 3: NSOOl Compression Results 

Housekeeping 

Storage Bits 
Actual Bits 
Old Watic~ 
New Ratio 
Old Bit Ratio 
New Bit Ihatio 

- - 
Bands 1 - 8 Files 1 - 8 - - -  Lat Lon Vaz Vzen 

8 8 32 32 32 32 

Overall Old Ratio 1.5:1 
Overall R[ew Ratio 2.1:1 
Overall Old Bit Ratio 1.3: 1 
Overall R[ew Bit Ratio 1.8:1 

In the splectral bands the response of the pixels in each column of the NS001 imagery is 
differentiatlly affected by limb brightening caused by the large across-track scan angle of the 
instrument. Strong column similarities existed also in the latitude or longitude file (depending 
on the flight direction) and in the housekeeping files which are series of column fom~atted 
ASCII records containing the timing, calibration, and instrument-status information. 
Corresporiding column-element similarities exist also in data collected by linear-array (push- 
broom) scanners. Based on this, it was decided to take advantage of these column similarities by 
determinillg the minimum value of each data column, storing these values as part of the 
compressed file structure, and subtracting the minimum column value from each element in the 
column. This resulted in a more 'column normalized' data matrix and the subtraction of the 
overall image rninimum was no longer needed. 

The values in each record of the georeferencing, view-angle, and solar-angle files for the imrzge 
products were also quite similar depending on the orientation of the image. Although not 
applicable to the NS001 data, other remote sensing instruments (like Landsat TM) gather 'n '  lines 



of data in each across-track scanning pass with a set of n detectors. Since each detector has ,I 

somewhat different response, consecutive lines of data over the same target can contain 
somewhat different values. It was assumed that these line-to-line differences ~vould bc 
somewhat 'independent' of the column similarities and would still exist in the 'colu~nn 
normalized' data matrix. Determining, storing, and subtracting the row minimum values tvas 
used to remove these row similarities and to bring the data down into a 'smallest' nurnber of bits 
for subsequent encoding. 

The results of applying this refined algorithm on the NSOOl data are given as the 'new' values in  
Table 3. Although only incremental improvements were realized in compressing the spectral - 
image files, and the view-azimuth and view-zenith files remained at their original voli~rnes, an 
overall improvement in compression of 20% was realized for the whole image product. The 
decrease in the compression of the view angle files is due to the fact that each file contains only 
one record of information and the additional 'overhead' storage required to store \:he colum~i 
minimum values which was not present in the old version. Since these files coniprise less th:m 
0.03% of the data volume, we felt this was a small price to pay for maintaining the general iry of 
the compression overall. If the files contained a record for each image line as did the Icvcl- 1 
AVHRR-LAC data, we believe they would compress at least as well as the view angle files iri 

the AVHRR-LAC data. As is evident from the values in Table 3, the real savings came froin the 
housekeeping and latitude and longitude file compression which improved by 66%) and 12%. 
respectively. The small improvement in the spectral data compression and the large 
improvement in compressing the latitude, longitude, and housekeeping files (which comprised n 
significant part of the data prodtict volume) resulted in the 20% improvement. Overall, :I 2.1 : 1 
compression was realized in relation to actual data storage space requirements. 

After testing the improved algorithm on the NSOOl data, we went back to check i t  on rhe Ic\~cl- I 
AVHRR-LAC data. Table 4 contains the results of applying the updated algorithm to the 707 
level-1 AVHRR-LAC data products which were processed for CD-ROM public: rioil. Tlic 
largest improvements in the compression again came from the view angle, solar ~lnglc, ;inti 

latitude and longitude files. Overall an additional 8% improvement in  stortzge space \ v ; I ~  
realized. Although this seems small, it resulted in  saving an additional 40 Mbytes (aho~lr 6.7% 
of the total CD-ROM volume) in storing the level-1 AVHRR-LAC data. This allov~ecf all  rhe 
level-l satellite monitoring data (i.e., AVHRR-LAC, Landsat TM, and SPOT) fr-om 19x7 
through 1989 to be archived on a one rather than two CD-ROMs. 

Table 4: Updated AVHRR-LAC Compression Results 

B1 B2 ]B3 &J Anc Lat Lon Vaz Vzea~ Saz S Z ~ I B  - - 
Storage Bits 16 16 16 16 16 8 32 32 32 32 1 2  32 
ActuG Bits 10 20 10 10 10 7 25 26 17 16 17 16 
Max Ratio 64 85 2.7 3.1 3.1 1.5 4.4 8.4 43 102 22 23 
Min Ratio 1.7 1.7 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.5 2.3 2.0 6.8 7.6 6.0 3.6 
Avg Ratio 3.6 3.4 1.9 2.3 2.3 1.5 3.1 2.4 8.6 33 8.5 18 
Bit Avg Ratio 2.3 2.1 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.3 2.4 2.0 4.6 16 4.5 9.1 

Overall Average 3.5: 1 
Overall Bit Average 2.2: 1 

Tables 5,  6, and 7 contain the results of applying the algorithm to Landsat Them:t~~c M,ipl)t'i 

(TM), SPOT multispectral (XS), and SPOT panchromatic (PAN) 'browse' image products N O R  
that the actual level-1 image products could not be d~stributed without infrlng~ng on EOSA I or 
CNES copyrights. Therefore, the data were spatially degraded by averaging the orlgln,il pr\cl\ 



within a 2 by 2 moving window. The resultant degraded Landsat TM, SPOT-XS, and SPOT- 
PAN images were temed as 'browse' products with spatial resolutions of 60, 40, and 20 meters, 
respectively. Compared to the original level-1 imagery, these would be considered to be lossy 
data prod~icts. The largest compression ratios were achieved in the latitude files, w i t h  the 
longitude files also compressing significantly. The spectral bands themselves were compressed 
an average: of 1.4:1. This is lower than the AVHRR-LAC results but higher than the NS001 
spectral data compression. The increase over the NSOOl data which is of similar spatial 
resolution and spectral content is likely due to the averaging done in degrading the original data 
to derive the browse products. 

Table 5: Landsat TM Compression Results 

B 4 B 5 M M L a t L o n  B 1 B 2 1 B 3 -  - 
Storage Bits 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 32 3 2 
~ c t u 2  Bits 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 25 2 6 
Max Ratio 1.5 1.8 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.7 1.3 16 18 
Minm Ratio 1.3 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.1 15 5.9 
Avg Ratio 1.4 1.6 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.4 1.2 16 7.3 
BitAvgRatio 1.4 1.6 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.4 1.2 13 5.9 

Overall1 Avg 2.4: 1 
Bveralll Bit Avg 2.1: 1 

Table 4: SPOT-XS Compression Results 

B I B 2 B 3 L a t L o n  - 
Storage Bits 8 8 8 32 32 
Actual Bits 8 8 8 25 26 
Max Ratio 1.9 1.9 1.5 21 19 
Min Ratio 1.0 1.0 1.1 5.2 3.8 
Avg Ratio 1.5 1.5 1.2 15 8.6 
Bit Avg Ratio 1.5 1.5 1.2 7.0 7.0 

Overall Avg Ratio 3.8: 1 
Overall Bit Ratio 2.8:l 

Table 7: SPOT-PAN Compression Results 

BB Lat - 
Storage Bits 8 32 32 
Actual Bits 8 25 26 
Max Ratio 1.5 20 20 
Min Ratio 1.3 17 6.5 
Avg Ratio 1.4 18 9.7 
Bit Aa~g Ratio 1.4 14 7.9 

Overall Avg 6.7: 1 
Overall Bit Avg 5.5:1 



Preliminary tests of the algorithm on level-1 ASAS and level-2 AVHRR-LAC image products, 
have resulted in average compression ratios of 2.5:l and 2.2:1, respectively. The level- 1 AS AS 
image product consists of seven spectral data files (one for each of seven look angles) coilraining 
29 spectral bands and an ASCII header file. The spectral image bands are sequentially extracted 
from the look angle files and compressed. The level-2 AVHRR-LAC product contains an ASCII 
header file, two files containing cloud and urbanlwater feature masks, two files of reflectance 
values, one file of surface temperature values, one file of vegetation index values, and five files 
of original spectral data. Each of the files has been resampled to a spatial resolution of 
approximately 300 meters from the original 1 km resolution. The better compressio~i of the 
ASAS data over that of NSOOl is due to the increased similarity of pixels from its narrow 
spectral bands and the linear arrays of detectors that gather data. Both of these features would 
lend themselves to enhanced compression based on the steps in the algorithm. The level-? 
AVHRR-LAC results are overall comparable to the compression results for the spectral bar~iih 
shown previously in Table 4. 

4.2 Algorithm Irllplementation 

The ordered steps of the improved operational algorithm incl~lde : 1) nomialization of the data 
matrix columns by subtracting the respective column minimum value from each eleml=i~t i n  the 
column, 2) normalization of the rows by subtracting the respective row minimum value froni 
each value in the row, and 3) viewing the remaining values in each row as layers of bits that are 
either runlength encoded or packed back into bytes depending on the calculated average 
runlength of the line. A description of the improved compressed file fomwt is provided i n  
Appendix C. 

The compression package, which consists of a base set of compression functions for t iandl~n~ 8, 
16, and 32-bit values and processing control functions, is written in C and currently r u n 5  on ;I 

VAX computer in the Laboratory for Terrestrial Physics at NASA GSFC. Adherence to 
modularity of the sourcecode functions has resulted in the ability to implement compres5iorl of a 
new image-data product in a day or less. A complementary set of image-restoration soft\v,~~.t., 
also written in C, was developed, and can be run on several computing platforn~s inclutllng If3M 
compatible PCs, Macintosh (Plus, SE, and 11), Sun and SPARC workstations, Personal Iris, ;ind 
HP 9000 RISC workstations. This system independexe was required to allow use ol' the d,~t;i 
from the distributed CD-ROMs by as large a group of science users as possible. Althougl~ total 
system independence is not achieved, implementation of the restoration software on any  o f  rhe 
mentioned machines simply requires editing a single line of the C source code file to set the type 
of system architecture (i.e., Intel or Motorola) being used before compiling and linhli~g the 
package. 

An average time of 12 minutes is currently required to compress a FIS level-1 AVIHIIR-LAC 
image product consisting of 13 files from 2.4 Mbytes to an average of 0.7 Mbytes oil a ViZS 
111780 system. A more modern system such as the VAX 6000 planned for use i n  the Bo~-eiil 
Ecosystem Atmosphere Study (BOREAS) (see [lo]) could reduce this time to 1 minute or les5. 
Restoration of the image product requires an average of 10 minutes on the loaded VAX I 11780 
system; an average of 8 minutes on a 286 based PC; and 8 seconds on a Hewlett-Packzrrd Series 
9000 Model 720 RISC workstation. 

5. Conclusions 

The overall compression ratios realized by using the described algorithm on the FIFE image-ci,ii;i 
products are consistent with the rule-of-thumb limit of 2:l for lossless image coml)t.e\\ion 
algorithms. The algorithm will definitely serve its purpose for the CD-ROM production ct'lo~ I 1 1 1  

decreasing the amount of storage required for distributing the image data and has siicd \ o ~ i l ~  



light on its potential use and enhancement for future efforts. For each image product, an overall 
ratio of 2:B or greater was achieved from the compression, which allows production of only half 
as many CD-ROMs as would have otherwise been required. Although the original intent was to 
compress the spectral data, the best compression ratios were achieved in the georeferencing and 
view and :;olx-angle files. The compression of the latitude and longitude files within each of the 
AVHRR-1,AC and NSOOl products was quite similar, but there was a notable difference i n  the 
compression of the latitude and longitude files in the Landsat TM and two SPOT image 
products. In these three, the compression ratio of the latitude files were generally twice ;IS large 
as the cornpression for the longitude files. Review of these files showed that the least-scluares 
equations used in calculating the latitude coordinates were predominantly linear in nature while 
the equations derived to calculate the longitude coordinates were generally quadratic. For the 
owe or two instances where the longitude coordinate equation was linear, the longitude 
coordinate file compressed comparably with the latitude coordinate file. This nonlinearity is the 
result of the small second-order effect caused by the convergence of the lines of longitude over 
the scenes, which is not present in the latitude values. This effect will be more important in 
northern l,~eieudes, such as the proposed BOREAS site. 

For curp-ernt purposes, the algorithm is 'frozen' and operational in producing the FIFE 0 - I I O M  
image data sets, however, we are exploring options for improving on the current results. One 
possible improvement in the compression would be to map the remaining vr-ilues i n  each line 
(after c o l ~ ~ m n  and row minimum removal) into a Gray code (as discussed by Rabbani and Jones 
[9]3 before proceeding with the runlength encoding. In theory, this should improve (iricsei~se) 
the length of bit runs for runlength encoding purposes. These improvements would benefit the 
upcoming BOREAS project, in which CD-ROM is being considered as a primary data- 
distributicln mechanism for the satellite image data. It would also benefit distribution of the data 
using available communications networks. 

The algorithm's perfomance is quite broad (as are most compression algorithms) depending on 
the data layer being processed, but its generality has been a significant point in hrzndlin~ the 
FIFE data sets. Based on our experience with the algorithm, we envision this 'inti~~tive' 
compression algorithm to be useful on a broad range of spatial data sets including gridded 
layered modeling data sets which could contain terrain, spectral, and meteorological vnriables. 
Such data sets will be required for coordinated earth systems field experiments executect dur~ng 
the next decade. 
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Appendix A 
FIFE Image Product Acronyms 

ASAS 

NSW1 (ThfS) 
P B m  
SPOT-XS 

T-PFIPII 
S 

Advanced Solid-state Spec troradiometer 
A Very Nigh Resolution Radiometer - Local Area Coverage 
A - Global Area Coverage 
Landsat Thematic Mapper 
NSOO 1 Thematic Mapper Sirnulator 
Push-Broom Maowave Radiometer 
Systeme Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre (Multispectral mode) 
SPOT (Panchromatic mode) 
Thermal Imaging Multispec~al Scanner 

Appendix B 
Original Compressed File Format 

[Note that two-byte fields are in VAX byte order (i.e., low-order byte first)] 

Recod 1 (Header record) 
Bytes 1 - 4 : Overall image minimum value 
Byte 5 : Number of bits being encoded for each image line (NBits) 
Bvte 6 : Total number of bits in the file values (8. 16, or 32) . .  , 

~ y t e  7 : Number of 256 element segments across a line of the image (NSeg) 
Byt12s 8 - 9 : Number of records (lines) in the original file (mines) 

Records 2 - n (Encoded data records) (where n = NBits * NSeg *mines + 1) 
Run.length Encoded Record 

Byte 1 : Record type (0 = runlength encoded) 
Byte 2 : First runlength bit value (equal 0 or 1) 
Byte 3 : Number of runlength counts that follow (rn) 
Byte 4 : Runlength count - 1 for first bit value (record byte 2) 
Byte 5 : Runlengh count - 1 for opposite bit value 

Byte m+3 : Runlength count - 1 for last bit series 
Bit Encoded Records 

Byte 1 : Record type (1 = bit encoded) 
Byte 2 : Contains packed bits for segment values 1 - 8 
Byte 3 : Contains packed bits for segment values 9 - 16 

Byte 32 : Contains packed bits for segment values 249 - 256 



Appendix G 
Improved Compressed File Format 

[Note that two and four-byte fields are in VAX byte order (i-e., low-order byte first)] 

Record 1 (Header record) 
Byte 1 : Total number of bits h the file values (8, 16, or 32) (Total_Bits) 
Bytes 2 - 3 : Number of lines/records in the original file (Whes)  
Bytes 4 - 5 : Numkr of values per line (NVals) 

Record 2 (Column 
Bytes 1 - n : Column finirnurn values (1,2, or 4 bytes each depending on Tc~td-Bits) 

(Wals in number) 

Records 3 - z Gncoded sets of compressed data information) 
Each set of h f m a ~ o n  used to reconstsuct an output data file record c o n ~ n s  a 
Row-Minimum value, an NBits value, and a set of encoded records in rhe follo~ring 
manner: 

: Stored as an 8, 16, or 32 bit value depending on the respective 
value of Total-Bits in the header record. 

NBits : Stored as an 8 bit value. Indicates the number of bits that were left 
for encoding in this line after column and row f i ~ m u m  
subtractions. 

Series of NBits encoded data records as Runlength encoded or Bit encoded records 
Runlength Encoded Record 

Byte 1 : Record type (0 = runlength encoded) 
Byte 2 : First mnlength bit value (equal O or 1) 
Byte 3 - 4 : Number of runlength counts that follow (Nr) 
Byte 5 - 6 : Runlength count - 1 for first bit value (record byte 2) 
Byte 5 : Runlength count - 1 for opposite bit value 

Byte rn - m+l : Runlengh count for last bit series, where m = 2*Nr + 3 
Bit Encoded Records 

Byte 1 : Record type (1 = bit encoded) 
Byte 2 : Contains packed bits for segment values 1 - 8 
Byte 3 : Contains packed bits for segment values 9 - 16 

Byte J+1 : C o n ~ n s  packed bits for last values in the record where 
J = Wals/8 if W a l s  is a multiple of 8 or 
J = Wals/8 + 1 if W a l s  is not a multiple of 8 




